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ABSTRACT

Management of highly exploited marine resources necessitates a rigorous definition of geographic boundaries that separate stocks because different stocks (populations or subpopulations) may possess local adaptations that lead to differences in important life-history parameters such as growth, fecundity, and disease resistance. Failure to recognize locally-adapted stocks potentially can result in extirpation and irretrievable loss of genetic resources. Identifying separate stocks, based on genetic data, is problematic for marine species with high dispersal capability, particularly when selectively neutral genetic markers are employed. The issue is that homogeneity in such markers may not necessarily reflect homogeneity in genes affecting life-history and/or fitness traits. Moreover, historical events, e.g., population expansion or decline, often lead to violations of equilibrium assumptions inherent in traditional population genetics models. When ‘traditional’ $F_{ST}$-based approaches are combined with spatial and demographic analyses, important aspects of cryptic population structure may be revealed. A review of stock-structure assessment in exploited species of snappers (Lutjanidae) in the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea demonstrates that even for species with similar life histories, patterns of population structure vary and require robust analytical methodologies to detect fine-scale differences.
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INTRODUCTION

Accurate delineation of stock structure is a critical issue for management of exploited marine fisheries because individual stocks may be independent demographically, meaning they may respond differently to fishing pressure and/or other environmental perturbations (Utter and Ryman 1993, Carvalho and Hauser 1994). This is because aspects of local demography and life history, (e.g., birth rate, time to maturity, natural mortality) may have a greater effect on population dynamics within a stock than do migrants from neighboring stocks (Jennings et al. 2001). Failure to recognize demographically-independent units thus can potentially lead to over-exploitation, loss of genetic diversity, and localized extirpation (Begg et al.1999, Hilborn et al. 2003) of one or more of the independent units. While a variety of approaches (e.g., morphometrics, tag-recapture, otolith microchemistry) have proven useful for stock identification (Ihssen et al. 1981, Pawson and Jennings 1996), they all seek to identify units that are self-sustaining (Begg and Waldman 1999) and thus directly or indirectly assess the degree of connectivity or genetic migration.

Genetic methods to assess stock structure in marine fisheries have invariably utilized selectively neutral genetic markers such as microsatellites and identified genetic heterogeneity and the degree of migration by using the fixation index $F_{ST}$ (or analogues measures) to assess levels of allelic/genotypic divergence attributable to genetic drift (Ward 2002, Ward and Grewe 1994). Fixation indices essentially quantify the amount of genetic variance that can be explained by population structure (Holsinger and Weir 2009). The principle behind the approach for nuclear-encoded sequences such as microsatellites is based on the relationship between the fixation index and the effective number of migrants ($N_e$, where $F_{ST} \sim 1/(4N_em+1)$, $N_e$ is the genetic effective population size (hereafter effective size), and $m$ is the migration rate per generation (Dobzhansky and Wright 1941, Wright 1943). As shown in Figure 1, $F_{ST}$ values are inversely related to migration rates but the relationship is not linear. There also is an inverse effect of $N_e$ on the magnitude of divergence due to genetic drift. The $F_{ST}$ approach does have advantages over other methods of stock assessment. First, molecular characters do not change with environmental variables and/or ontogeny, both of which may bias stock assessment based on morphology. Second, because stocks may contain important localized genetic resources and loss of these resources may affect long term sustainability, genetic methods can simultaneously evaluate stock structure and within-stock genetic diversity (Begg et al. 1999, Carvalho and Hauser 1994). A disadvantage to the $F_{ST}$ approach is that because levels of divergence in selectively neutral markers stem largely from genetic drift, $F_{ST}$ values increase slowly relative to demographic processes in stocks with relatively large $N_e$. Consequently, stocks may differ demographically yet not differ significantly in allele or genotype distributions at selectively neutral loci.

The interpretation of non- or marginally significant results in an $F_{ST}$-based framework can be problematic because failure to detect significant genetic heterogeneity does not necessarily indicate a single, well-mixed stock (Pawson and Jennings 1996). This is especially true for many marine species which often feature a number of life-history characteristics that reduce the power of such analyses. For example, census sizes, and generally effective sizes, tend to be large in marine
species (e.g., Gomez-Uchida and Banks 2006, Poulsen et al. 2006) and long periods of time are necessary for genetic drift to result in detectable divergence between reproductively isolated groups (Hare et al. 2011). In addition, even fairly low levels of gene flow between demographically independent groups can erode signals of genetic divergence (Waples 1998). The latter is a major limitation to $F_{ST}$-based analyses in exploited marine fishes that have buoyant eggs and larval periods with high dispersal potential and adults that are capable of long-distance movements. Finally, populations of many marine fishes tend to fluctuate in size either naturally or due to exploitation (Grant and Bowen 1998), leading to a violation of a central assumption behind $F_{ST}$-based analyses, i.e., that populations are in migration-drift equilibrium (Waples 1998).

In this paper, we compare studies from our laboratory where geographic population structure was assessed in exploited snapper species (Lutjanidae) in either the Gulf of Mexico (hereafter Gulf) or the Caribbean Sea (hereafter Caribbean). These studies shared common goals: to assess the number of stocks present within the sampled region, to estimate the degree of connectivity across the region, and to quantify extant genetic diversity. In three of the species, the $F_{ST}$ approach or its equivalent either produced equivocal or non-significant results, necessitating secondary approaches to assess stock structure. The secondary approaches were threefold. The first involved assessing genetic divergence in a hierarchical framework and then using spatial autocorrelation analysis (Smouse and Peakall 1999) among age zero fish sampled across relatively short distances within a subregion; the second involved generating estimates of average, long-term, genetic-effective population size (a demographic parameter); while the third involved an edge-detection approach used in landscape genetic analysis (Manel et al. 2003). These analytical approaches make no explicit assumptions about equilibrium conditions and are particularly useful when there is no a priori hypothesis regarding the nature or scale of population structure. Complete presentations of all methods and analytical procedures may be found in each of the seminal papers noted below.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The first study (Gold et al. 2009) involved gray snappers, *Lutjanus griseus*, and serves as an example where a fixation index-based approach detected population structure. Gray snappers are distributed throughout the Gulf and have become an important component of U.S. snapper fisheries (Fischer et al. 2005). We genotyped individuals acquired from five localities (n = 26-42) in the Gulf (two in Texas, one in Louisiana, one along the west coast of Florida, and one in the Florida Keys) and one locality (n = 30) along the east coast of Florida at 13 nuclear-encoded microsatellites. A simulated analysis of molecular variance (SAMOVA; Dupanloup et al. 2002) indicated three distinct groups among six sample localities: one in the northwestern Gulf (the two samples from Texas), one in the north-central and northeastern Gulf (the samples from Louisiana, the west coast of Florida, and the Florida Keys), and one from the east coast of Florida. The among-groups component of molecular variance differed significantly from zero ($\Phi_{CT} = 0.007, p = 0.020$). The pattern of genetic divergence observed between the two samples from Texas and the three samples to the east fit well with the absence of suitable larval and juvenile habitat along the northeastern Texas coast (Handley et al. 2007) and the well-publicized Gulf hypoxic zone (Rabalais et al. 1999) that extends from western Louisiana to the northeastern Texas coast. A final point to note is that the estimate of the fixation index ($\Phi_{CT}$) indicates that only 0.7% of the total genetic variance is distributed among the three groups. This is not at all atypical of estimates of fixation indices for large, exploited marine fishes with the potential for extended spatial movement of both larvae and adults.

The second study (Saillant et al. 2010) involved red snappers, *Lutjanus campechanus*, one of the most economically important, exploited marine fishes in U.S. waters of the Gulf (Adams et al. 2004, Wilson and Nieland 2001). The existence of multiple stocks of red snapper in the Gulf waters had been examined extensively through studies of life history, demography, and genetic diversity. The genetic studies (Gold et al. 1997, 2001, Pruett et al. 2005, Saillant and Gold, 2006) generally indicated homogeneity in the distribution of both nuclear and mitochondrial genetic variants. Studies by Woods et al. (2003), Fischer et al. (2004), and Saillant and Gold (2006), however, indicated there were differences across the region in both life history and effective size. Saillant et al. (2010) hypothesized that stable demographic assemblages might exist but on a fine
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**Figure 1.** The relationship between the fixation index $F_{ST}$ and the migration rate (m) for two populations with genetic effective sizes ($N_e$) of 20, 50, and 100. Data are based on simulations, using EASYPOP v.1.7 (Balloux 2000) and where pairwise $F_{ST}$ values were estimated using GENEPOP v.4.0 (Raymond & Rousset 1995; Rousset 2008). The two populations were completely separated for 10 generations; $F_{ST}$ values were estimated using 15 microsatellite loci.
spatial scale and that non-equilibrium conditions related to overexploitation and fluctuations in census size potentially might be obscuring signals of genetic divergence across the region. To evaluate this possibility, they (Ibid) sampled age zero fish in each of two years from multiple locations in each of five sub-regions: three off the Texas coast, one off the Louisiana coast, and one off the Mississippi/Alabama coast. Samples were obtained from multiple tows in each sub-region and sample sizes for each cohort in each sub-region ranged from 102 to 110 fish. The average length (± SE) of a tow was 3.27 ± 0.06 km, the number of tows per sub-region varied between 2 and 22 (average 10.2), and the average distance between tows within sub-regions was 52 km. Genotypes at 18 microsatellites were acquired from all fish and analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA; Excoffier et al. 1992) was used to partition molecular variance according to two hierarchical models: one that assessed variance components attributable to sub-region and to cohorts with regions, and one that assessed variance components attributable to sub-region and to among-tows within sub-regions. Neither spatial (among sub-regions) nor temporal (between cohorts within sub-regions) heterogeneity was detected under the first model. Spatial heterogeneity among sub-regions also was not detected under the second model; however, the component of molecular variance allocated to among-tows within sub-regions was highly significant (p = 0.009) in one cohort and close to an order of magnitude greater than the component allocated to among-sub-regions in the other cohort. Spatial genetic variation also was assessed via spatial autocorrelation analysis (Smouse and Peakall 1999). The autocorrelation coefficient (r) differed significantly from zero in distances classes up to 150 km (Figure 2); identical results were obtained whether the two cohorts were analyzed separately or pooled. These results were consistent with the hypothesis that spatial genetic structuring among young-of-the-year red snapper in the Gulf occurs at small geographic scales and that recruitment is essentially local and within a 50 – 150 km range. The results also underscore the importance of maintaining healthy local spawning populations of red snapper in all regions across the Gulf. In addition, the results fit well with a metapopulation stock-structure model of partially connected genetic units (Gold and Saillant 2007).

The third and fourth studies involved mutton (Lutjanus analis) and yellowtail (Ocyurus chrysurus) snappers (Carson et al. 2011 and Saillant et al. 2012, respectively) sampled from localities offshore of three islands (Puerto Rico, St. Thomas, and St. Croix) in the Caribbean and one sample from the Florida Keys. The primary emphasis in both studies was assessment of population structure of each species in waters of the U.S. Caribbean as both species comprise important commercial fisheries in that region (Matos-Caraballo 2000, Matos-Caraballo et al. 2004, 2006). For mutton snappers, 498 individuals (total) were sampled from the west and east coasts of Puerto Rico, the southern coast of St. Thomas, the southwest coast of St. Croix, and in the Florida Keys south of the city of Marathon; sample sizes per locality ranged from 93 – 118. The locality off the west coast of Puerto Rico is near several marine protected areas (MPAs) and a mutton snapper spawning aggregation off the southwest coast. The locality off the coast of St. Thomas is near several MPAs and the locality off the coast of St. Croix is a seasonally protected mutton snapper spawning aggregation area. The locality in the Florida Keys is near a now annually protected mutton snapper spawning aggregation in the Dry Tortugas. Genotypes at 16 microsatellites were obtained from all individuals. Exact tests of homogeneity of both microsatellite allele and genotype distributions among localities were non-significant (p = 0.225, alleles; p = 0.288, genotypes), and the among-localities component of molecular variance (all microsatellites combined), estimated by AMOVA did not differ significantly from zero (θST = −0.0001, p = 0.644). Pair-wise exact tests (between samples) also were non-significant. At face value, these results suggest that mutton snappers over the range sampled comprise a single, large panmictic population with sufficient migration (connectivity) between localities to negate divergence in microsatellite allele or genotype distribution. Estimates of average, long-term migration rates (mLT), however, indicated differences in connectivity among the localities in the Caribbean. Moreover, the larger estimates of mLT (0.0053 between St. Thomas and the east coast of Puerto Rico, and 0.0054 between St. Thomas and St. Croix) were at the lower end of the range of migration rates (0.2 – 10%) where sufficiently large populations can react independently to demographic perturbations yet not be discriminated by selectively neutral genetic markers (Hastings 1993). We then generated estimates of average, long-term effective size (NLT), a parameter that reflects the effects of historical demographic processes (Luikart et al. 2010, Hare et al. 2011). The estimates of average long-term effective size varied significantly among the localities sampled (Table 1), with the lowest and highest effective size found in the samples from St. Croix (NLT = 341) and the Florida Keys (NLT = 1066), respectively. The differences in NLT indicate possible demographic independence among the localities in long-term population dynamics. Factors promoting differences in demographic parameters such as NLT are difficult to assess, but likely relate in some way to variation in reproductive success of either or both sexes, census size, habitat quality, and/or mortality (Saillant and Gold 2006, Charlesworth 2009). These results indicate that mutton snapper across the region sampled may be subdivided into demographic stocks that differ in aspects that impact NLT and hence may respond differently to exploitation. The differences among these ‘stocks’ could be both genetic and environmental.
For yellowtail snappers, a total of 511 individuals were sampled, with sample sizes per locality ranging from 86–109. Genotypes at 16 microsatellites were obtained from each individual. Exact tests over all microsatellites revealed significant heterogeneity in allele and genotype distributions among the five samples. However, only one pairwise exact test between localities (St. Croix versus the Florida Keys: $F_{ST} = 0.0034$, $p < 0.05$) was significant following Bonferroni correction (Rice 1987), and SAMOVA, using microsatellite data, failed to resolve significant groupings of localities. The among-groups component of molecular variance ($\Phi_{CT}$) from SAMOVA was 0.002 and did not differ significantly from zero. Spatial autocorrelation analysis, alternatively, detected a significant, positive autocorrelation when all five sample localities were included in the analysis, but not when only the four sample localities from the Caribbean were used. This result indicated that there is insufficient gene flow in yellowtail snapper to maintain correlations among genotypes between the Florida Keys and localities in the U.S. Caribbean. We then employed an edge-detection approach used in landscape genetic analysis to detect occurrence of barriers to gene flow. Briefly, we used a method (Manni et al. 2004) that employs a Delauney triangulation to construct a geometric representation of sample localities that defines which localities are nearest neighbors and then estimated genetic distance between localities, using Weir and Cockerham’s (1984) $\theta$ metric. A modified version of Monmonier’s maximum-difference algorithm was then used to identify continuous edges (boundaries) where genetic differences between samples from adjacent localities are largest.

Support for inferred barriers (boundaries) was assessed by bootstrapping (1000 bootstrapped matrices of pairwise $\theta$ values) by resampling within sampling localities genotypes at the 16 microsatellites, with replacement. Results of the analysis (Table 2) indicate highly restricted gene flow (> 95% bootstrap support for inferred barriers) between St. Croix and the west coast of Puerto Rico and between the east and west coasts of Puerto Rico. Less restrictive gene flow (71.9% bootstrap support) also was inferred between St. Thomas and the east coast of Puerto Rico. These results indicate there are differences in connectivity among yellowtail snappers at the four localities in the U.S Caribbean.

**Table 1.** Estimates of average, long-term effective size ($N_{eLT}$) and lower and upper 95% confidence intervals for five samples of mutton snapper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCALITY</th>
<th>$N_{eLT}$</th>
<th>LOWER 95% CI</th>
<th>UPPER 95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St. Croix</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Thomas</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - East</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - West</td>
<td>646</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida Keys</td>
<td>1066</td>
<td>987</td>
<td>1155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Bootstrap values (based on 1000 bootstrapped datasets) reflecting the number of times an edge was defined as a primary barrier to gene flow between localities where yellowtail snappers were sampled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EDGE (BARRIER)</th>
<th>BOOTSTRAP PROPORTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St. Croix to St. Thomas</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Croix to Puerto Rico - East</td>
<td>990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Croix to Puerto Rico - West</td>
<td>990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Thomas to Puerto Rico - East</td>
<td>719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico – East to Puerto Rico - West</td>
<td>851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico – West to Florida Keys</td>
<td>825</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONCLUSIONS**

The various studies discussed here involved the use of secondary approaches and analyses to assess genetic stock structure of heavily exploited snapper species in the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea. In each case, results of the secondary analyses revealed subtle indications of genetic or demographic differences that were not readily detected by using an $F_{ST}$-based approach. The failure of $F_{ST}$ approaches to detect genetic heterogeneity is due most likely to several factors, including large population (census) sizes (resulting in very slow divergence in selectively neutral markers), variable gene flow (connectivity), and non-equilibrium conditions stemming from natural processes (and perhaps more importantly) from exploitation. However, failure of $F_{ST}$-based approaches to detect genetic heterogeneity is not a condem-
nation of their use. This type of approach is extremely valuable as \( F_{ST} \) values that differ significantly from zero are an unambiguous indication of stock structure (Ward and Grewe 1994). It also is important to note that while the secondary analyses used in our studies may be free from many of the assumptions of \( F_{ST} \)-based analyses, they are largely descriptive in nature and inferences regarding patterns of population or stock structure based on these analyses do not necessarily involve the rigorous hypothesis testing inherent in traditional \( F_{ST} \)-based analyses. Finally, it is important to note that stock-structure assessment is not performed in a vacuum. Aspects of local oceanography and the biology or life history of the species in question should be considered to support or refute patterns of stock structure obtained from any type of stock-structure analysis. As an example, our studies of yellowtail snappers (above) and a recent study of epinephaline groupers (Portnoy et al. 2013) have indicated reduced gene flow between St. Croix and other localities in the U.S. Caribbean and between the east and west coasts of Puerto Rico. St. Croix is on a different geological platform than St. Thomas and there is a deep trench between them (Rogers et al. 2008) that potentially restricts adult movement. In addition, local surface current regimes run west and west-southwest through the Anegada Passage (Roberts 1997, Johns et al. 2002) which could restrict larval exchange between St Croix and both St. Thomas and the east coast of Puerto Rico. The apparent reduced connectivity between the east and west coasts of Puerto Rico could be due to the west-to-east, near-shore counter-current than runs along the southern shelf of Puerto Rico (Roberts 1997). Ultimately, the strength of using secondary approaches is that they present an array of independent methodologies that can be used to assess population structure in species that have the potential for high gene flow.
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